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In Scheele et al.’s (2005) discussion on the thermal reactivity of as-recovered Aspigel provided the self-heat rate thermal behavior as measured by accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC) but did not provide the ARC-observed pressures during these experiments. This brief report supplements the earlier report by providing the measured pressures.

As described by Scheele et al. (2005), Fluor staff prepared the Aspigel by spraying it onto stainless steel that had been degreased using a degreaser containing butoxyethanol and sodium hydroxide and allowing the Aspigel to dry. Fluor staff provided PNNL 1) Aspigel which had dried for 24 h and had fallen onto the tarp covering the floor of the mock-up glovebox, 2) Aspigel dried for 24 h and recovered using a Shark vacuum, and 3) Aspigel dried for 24 h and recovered using a DataVac vacuum, and 4) Aspigel collected after drying 49 h. The first three Aspigel samples were analyzed by ARC to determine their thermal reactivity.

Supplementing and complimenting Scheele et al’s (2005) Figure 5.61 that provided ARC-measured self-heat rates for as-recovered Aspigel samples, Figure 1 provides the ARC-measured pressure for each of the ARC-observed exothermic reactions. Figure 2 provides the ratio of the measured pressures and the ideal gas pressure predicted based on the first observed pressure and illustrates that the thermally initiated reactions produce gas; a ratio above 1 indicates that the amount of gas is greater than predicted assuming ideal gas behavior. Both Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the gas production rate increases significantly near 100°C and then near 185°C where ceric ammonium nitrate begins to exothermically decompose (Scheele et al. 2005).
Figure 2. Ratio of measured and on ideal gas behavior-predicted pressures for Aspigel as measured by ARC

The pressures measured for the various as-recovered Aspigel samples in the ARC experiments, indicate that the exothermic behavior reported by Scheele et al. (2005) are gas producing reactions. The pressure does not change any of the previous conclusions.
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